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 Áskell Másson, one of Iceland’s leading composers, is a substantial contributor to the 

modern percussion repertoire with works receiving international acclaim and recognition at 

venues such as International Society of Contemporary Music (ISCM) World Music Days, Hong 

Kong Arts Festival, Sydney Spring Festival and Nordic Music Days presented by the Nordic 

Composers Council (NCC). Performers including Dame Evelyn Glennie, Gert Mortenson, 

Kroumata Percussion Group and PercaDu regularly program his works for percussion as part of 

their international concert tours. Másson’s compilation of compositions spans numerous genres 

including symphonies, solo concerti, works for choir and various chamber ensembles, big band 

and solo instrumental pieces. Áskell Másson has been recognized for his compositions through 

numerous awards. Among these include the Iceland Music Prize for his Violin Concerto, named 

“Work of the Year 2006” by Iceland Composers League. In 2008, Ora, a concerto for six 

percussionists and orchestra, was named "Work of the year 2008" and was commissioned by the 

Kroumata ensemble. 

 

As a composer, Áskell Másson draws on a wide variety of experiences, both musical and other, 

more general influences. Overall, Áskell Másson has been considered an impressionist composer 

who, as an autodidact, openly draws on his practical experiences as a percussionist and interest 

in creating unique timbres and textures. His music can be characterized as ethereal and 

atmospheric in timbre, introspective and distinctively meditative. For Másson, the relationship 

between percussion and the creation of unique sounds as a general sense is a driving force.  

 



Below is a compilation of interview questions with Áskell Másson. This interview is part of a 

larger document entitled: A Performance Analysis To Áskell Másson’s Marimba Concerto.  

I will be eternally grateful to Áskell for his incredible insight to not only his thoughts on the 

Marimba Concerto, but to other compositions and beyond. The discourse provided here is 

exceptional in its scope and offers extraordinary insight to Másson as a master artist, musician 

and person. 

 

MS: What would you say are your biggest musical influences? Composers (specifically those 

who are influential in your writing for percussion)? Styles of music? Eras? Other outside 

influences that affect your musical creativity?  How does your Icelandic musical heritage affect 

your compositions, if at all?  

 

ÁM: In my childhood, my biggest musical influence was the music of the great classical and, 

especially, romantic masters. Of these, Beethoven has had a lasting influence, and his music is to 

me forever modern. Regarding Beethoven, his harmonic rhythms are unique as well as his way 

of introducing rhythmic motives, which can, on first hearing, be interpreted in more ways than 

one. But the real power of his music to me is that it always seems to be so infinitely linked with 

human life itself.  

Later, the great orchestrators, for example Richard Strauss, Mahler, Prokofiev, Respighi, 

Stravinsky, Debussy, Martinu and Janacék are those who specifically have been influential to me 

as well as so many different kinds of music like ethnic music from various countries, rock, the 

playing styles of the harpsichord masters, the great jazz drummers and individual works by 

Takemitsu, Varèse and Carter.  



Outside influences on my compositional styles are many and infinitely linked with general 

influences in life itself, like other art forms, nature and people. Icelandic musical heritage has 

also influenced me greatly for the last ten, fifteen years or so, but not before that. I think I 

deliberately avoided Icelandic folk songs simply because I didn’t see in them, at the time, 

interesting possibilities. This changed while at a similar time, I also got to know people who 

were categorizing old Icelandic scripts which included music, and others which were speculating 

in this music performing traditions  

 

MS: Can you discuss a bit the process (both creatively and compositionally) that you go 

through? Do you realize the music yourself?  

 

ÁM: Wherever I am, I carry sketch paper for my ideas. I always perceive an idea with sound. 

The sketches must remind me of that sound so that I can write out the full score directly. I hand 

write all my scores, which are then computerized by my publishers and dealt with from there. 

The only percussion instrument, which I own and practice on (besides my snare drum), are some 

goblet drums like darabukas. The only pieces I play now are the ones that use these drums. So 

far, I’ve composed two duets, one with the clarinet (Seasons) and another with cello (Twilight) as 

well as a quintet (Con Moto) for flute, bass clarinet, bassoon, darabuka and marimba (five-

octave).  

 



MS: As I understand, you started off playing the clarinet. What drew you to become a 

percussionist? Could you describe the events that led to your study with James Blades?  

 

ÁM: I started to write music for percussion seriously just before 1970. At that time, I found very 

little interest in the field of western percussion music. I sensed, though, a certain restlessness in 

the air at this time, as this was an era of experimenting and trying out new things. Having 

listened a lot to western orchestral music, ethnic music and modern jazz music and having played 

with various groups and ensembles, constantly looking for new sounds and timbral 

combinations, I was sure that one could make some interesting new music for percussion that 

had a unique sound to it, yet being a very natural continuation of things that were of the day. It 

was this more than anything else that made me want to compose music for percussion, i.e. to 

create some music that I felt was missing and that I had not heard before. The reason why I 

changed from the clarinet to percussion was also linked with this, as I realized just how vast and 

exciting a sound world the percussion instruments stood for. I simply wanted to study with 

Jimmy. I got the contact through the Royal Academy of Music in London and he accepted to 

listen to me and then in continuation took me on as a private student. 

 

 

 



MS: What attracts you to the marimba? Can you discuss the commissioning process for the 

Marimba Concerto? What role did Roger Carlsson play in the composition process?  

 

ÁM: My interest in the marimba grew strongly during my adolescence. I felt it was like 

witnessing a charming African / South American instrument, which was “westernized” around 

1900, suddenly blossoming into a fully fledged western soloists’ instrument with all the new 

mallets, grips and techniques –what a marvel! I had to write for this instrument. My first piece 

for the instrument was my Sonata, but as I was at this time quite involved with writing for the 

orchestra, I soon realized that I wanted to write a concerto. The Marimba Concerto was 

composed in early 1987. The dates of working on it are December 19th, 1986 to the date of 

completion on February 24th, 1987. It was a commission from the Swedish soloist Roger 

Carlsson and the Göthenburg Symphony Orchestra financed by the NOMUS [The Nordic Music 

Committee] fund. 

 

The work was originally set to be premiered in 1990 under the baton of Leif Segerstam, but it 

was postponed at the last minute and premiered in 1992 by Roger Carlsson with Jun’ichi 

Hirokami conducting the Göthenburg Symphony at the Göthenburg Symphony Hall. The work 

was subsequently recorded. I wrote the piece to completion before consulting Roger. Some 

minor alterations were then made in collaboration with him. 

 

MS: Can you describe the conception of the two main themes, which largely make up the 

concerto, and the overall nature of the marimba writing, particularly addressing the lyrical 

approach to the thematic material? 



 

ÁM: The work has a chordal system, which would be described as a modal-derivatory, where the 

inversions of a “nucleus” 5-note chord are transposed in a variety of ways. The two main themes 

of the work are conceived within this chordal system. From the outset, when I began to write for 

percussion instruments, I wanted to write lyrically no less than percussively for these wonderful 

instruments, even with non-pitched instruments. So this has been with me for a long time and 

always has been an integral part of my goals in writing for percussion. I wanted to show as many 

sides of the instrument as I could. Percussive passages, long melodic lines, extreme registers, 

putting the soloist at the back in a supporting role, “filling up” soundal [sic] blocks in the various 

instrumental groups, as well as never losing the role of a leader was all a part of this. At the time 

which I wrote the piece, the four and one-third marimba, which I originally wrote the piece for, 

was the most successfully sounding instrument of the day. However, after all the betterments and 

innovations in which the instrument has gone since then, I wanted to re-introduce the work with 

a version of it for the bigger and fuller sounding five-octave instrument. 

 



MS: What characteristics do you think should influence the performance of the Concerto? 

 

ÁM:. I have noticed that some are of the opinion that the marimba should only be played solo or 

in chamber music settings. I don’t agree to that, but when you’re playing with an orchestra you 

must remember that the intimacy and privacy of a marimba recital is not there.  

 

MS: You seem to have become quite strong acquaintances (if not outright friends) with some of 

the world’s leading percussionists: namely Kroumata, Evelyn Glennie and Gert Mortensen. Can 

you describe the fruition of this working relationship/friendship?  Is this through James Blades? 

Do you compose with these individuals specifically in mind? Can you briefly describe some of 

your commissioning projects and how they came about? 

 

ÁM: I got to know some very fine young percussionists both through Bent Lylloff, who was a 

great teacher and mentor in Denmark and Scandinavia, as well as James Blades, who had a 

similar role in England and Europe. I had admired Bent for some time before I finally met him in 

Copenhagen. Bent had an excellent percussion group, which included Gert Mortensen amongst 

others. He introduced us and we all became good friends. I became a pupil of James Blades and 

soon I learned that amongst his many students were both Roger Carlsson and Evelyn Glennie. 

Roger and I had met long before, but it was Jimmy Blades who introduced my early pieces to 

Evelyn and after this, our collaboration emerged. It was Gert Mortensen who encouraged me to 

compose Prím. I wrote it during a stay in Copenhagen where I also worked on the preparation of 

my opera The Ice Palace. He premiered it in the Berwald Hall in Stockholm, Sweden, but the 

concert was directly broadcast in Sweden, Norway and Denmark, and so I listened to it in 



Copenhagen. I got to know some of the founding members of the Kroumata ensemble in Sweden 

in the seventies, long before they formed their elite ensemble. But the dreams were all there 

already, and it has been a joy to follow their fantastic career since. A few years ago, Gert 

Mortensen introduced me to the dynamic Israeli PercaDu and commissioned a piece for them. 

This resulted in my duo, Tromma (2002) for two marimbas and drums. Ora was a joint 

commission from the Kroumata ensemble, the Lahti Symphony Orchestra in Finland and its 

conductor, Osmo Vänskä. When Osmo and I discussed a new piece for orchestra, the name 

Kroumata popped up and sometime later they all contacted me with the idea of a concerto for six 

percussionists and orchestra. Ora won the 2008 Iceland Music Prize and was presented at the 

2009 ISCM (International Society for Contemporary Music) festival in Göthenburg.  

 

I’m constantly meeting fantastic players through my works, which is for me a joy and a 

privilege. Last January, Colin Curry and Pedro Carneiro performed the Icelandic premiere of my 

double concerto [for percussion], Crossings (2008), with the Iceland Symphony, Rumon Gamba 

conducting, a truly excellent performance. I am now off to the 2009 Brno International Marimba 

competition where a new piece of mine, Cosmic Tree (2009) for marimba and three 

percussionists, is obligatory for the last round. I love working with young people. I have also 

completed a new snare drum solo for Gert Mortensen, entitled b2b (back to basics). 

 



MS: Your works for snare drum have been immensely popular and are widely played by some of 

the best percussionist in the world. I have heard Evelyn Glennie do your Konzertstück for snare 

drum several times (the latest in 2008 here in Mobile, AL. with the Mobile Symphony). Can you 

shed some light on why your works for marimba have not been as widely performed? In creating 

a second edition to the Marimba Concerto, is it one of your goals to re-introduce the piece, 

especially now utilizing the five-octave marimba? 

 

ÁM: I can only guess that there was a certain need (I felt it myself) for concert pieces for the 

snare drum. I mentioned before that I heard the premiere of Prím in a direct broadcast in 

Copenhagen. Listening to it with me was pianist Stefan Vofka Ashkenazy who said afterwards: 

"I’ve not until now heard a real musical work for the snare drum." You ask for a comparison 

with the marimba works. I’m afraid that I cannot help much here, but it certainly comes to mind 

that there are many styles and "kinds" of marimba music and many have very strong feelings of 

what they like and what they don’t. After the second performance of the concerto [Marimba 

Concerto], which Osmo Vänskä conducted with Evelyn Glennie as soloist, he remarked: "It 

cannot be all that bad to be a composer if you can compose music like this." The lyric and 

expressive nature of the work probably comes in here. I love working with contrasts based on the 

same materials! My Sonata [for marimba], which is really a sonata-fantasia, also has this and, as 

you know, my Impromtu [for marimba] is based on materials from the concerto. 

 



MS: What figures or trends in music today do you find interesting or appealing? Do they have 

any affect on your own compositions?  What about the arts in general? Did they have any affect 

in relation to your composition for the marimba?  

 

ÁM: I have been for some time now preparing a series of pieces for solo marimba, using very 

different techniques and means of musical expression. It seems to me that many players today 

look at a piece for solo marimba more in technical terms than as a piece of music. I think that 

this may partially be the reason why so many players feel competent to compose for their 

instrument. So often the music is composed to contain certain technical means rather than the 

music itself and its development demanding different techniques. I feel that the future of works 

for solo marimba is particularly exciting. 

 

It seems to me that films, television and computer games are influencing most of the arts in 

general today. One sees this in the theatre, in the production of operas and even in written 

novels: more speed, more which meets the eye, etc. This is also slowly sieving in at symphony 

concerts, which can sometimes be quite exciting if it is done in the right way. However, it is also 

easy to exaggerate here. The diversity of musical styles, the melting together of unrelated music, 

etc., is to me a good thing though, as always, it takes a good artist to do this in a convincing way. 

It will be interesting to see to what this may lead us in the future.           

 

 

 


